
1. An Argent Shroud model in a Retributor Squad that shoots again due to the use of an Armorium Cherub, cannot 
re-roll the to hit or to wound roll with the Deeds, Not Words Order conviction when a prior attack had already 
made use of said conviction.

2. As soon as 6 mortal wounds are done with the Blessed Bolts Stratagem, any remaining attacks are resolved normally.
3. Battlefield Supremacy - Defend The Shrine reads as “select to be THEIR sacred shrine” and “control YOUR 

sacred shrine” in the case of two players playing each other and both choosing this particular objective.
4. When using Beacon of Faith, consider the wording to be “this miracle dice can only be used when THIS 

warlord…” to avoid confusion over who benefits from this warlord trait when it is granted by Saint in the Making. 
If the use of this Miracle Dice would generate another Miracle Dice (due to the Sacred Rose holy ordo for 
instance), then that die can also only be used by this warlord. Note that this miracle dice is part of your miracle 
dice pool and as such can be used for the Leap of Faith Secondary.

5. For the purpose of “Holy Trinity”, a single model with a bolt pistol and a ministorum flamer qualifies for both the 
Bolt and Flamer weapon.Same for a ministorum combi-Flamer for instance.

6. A unit with a Simulacrum Imperialis cannot itself perform two Acts of Faith in one phase, even with the use of an 
Incensor Cherub.

7. When a model with the Shield Bearer WLT benefits from the Martyred stratagem, the additional miracle dice are 
not automatically 6's.

8. Dice used by a Cherub does not allow Devout Serenity to be used to generate extra Miracle Dice.
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